
Facebook, Criminal Records and People Finders  

By Tamara Thompson 
[Read, with links, at PIbuzz.com] 

A new feature has been introduced at the most popular social networking site, 
Facebook — which it’s calling Truescoop –, a name search that identifies people 
by their state of residence and date of birth and, for some, criminal record 
history. Get more tailored results by qualifying your name search with the 
person’s year of birth or full date of birth. Nothing at the site spells out the 
source of the data, but Facebook warns that this is an application merely for 
fun. 

“TrueScoop is for entertainment only. TrueScoop is not a substitute for a 
background check that you would pay money for. 

TrueScoop should not be used to make any employment decisions. 
TrueScoop is not to be used for any reason covered by the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act (FCRA) or any state or Federal laws related to the FCRA.” 

TrueScoop is a criminal history check similar to that at Criminal Searches. Both 
aggregate criminal records index information that is available for free online 
from state and county government court sites. Each display their data 
differently so you might find one format more usable. The data varies between 
individual records on each site; sometimes only one site will list AKAs, but then 
the other site will do so for other records. Sometimes Facebook identifies the 
local court in which the charge was filed but not the court docket number, and 
Criminal Searches gives the court number but not the local jurisdiction, but it’s 
not consistent within or between the sites. Comprende? Mix and match, if you 
can! The best advise might be to head to the court Web site once you find a 
lead from either of these other applications. Locate courts and lots of other 
public records through a fee-based service, this free-trial site or at the free 
sites offered by BRB Publications or Online Searches. 

TrueScoop also shows names that have been searched by others and the 
number of times. Select the name link to populate the search field and get 
record results. A name search may also return records of unclaimed money and 
sex offenders (with photos), in addition to the state locator showing date of 
birth.  

A Facebook account is required to use TrueScoop, but this application is 
separate from Facebook and there’s no link between it and Facebook profiles. 
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